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This FW 15-16 season, Oeuf sets the table with a fresh, 
wholesome collection that invites kids to play with 

their food! 

Oeuf took a field trip to the Park Slope Co-op (where So-
phie spends her mornings receiving vegetables) and came 
back inspired by all those spiky asparagus, frilly kale, 
and roly-poly eggplants. Veggie-bright colors and playful 
designs mark this collection, which includes a few retro 
touches like our brand new Grandpa Cardigan and knit 
Suspender Pants for dapper little gents, and darling Bou-
clé Coat and lace-collared Leaf Sweater for chic little gals. 

The sprightly blend of crunchy veggies and cuddly, su-
per-soft knits will appeal to playful spirits young and 
old. Along with new designs like sprout-topped Veggie 
Hoodies, our classic looks  like Striped Angel Sweaters 
and Animal Hoodies are back on the menu. Apple reds, 
pickle greens, and mustard yellows give them a fresh spin. 

It’s not a complete meal without Oeuf’s quirky handcraft-
ed accessories. Kids can cozy up in Stirrup Leggies and 
Golden Tip Neckies, and get playful with an Asparagus, 
Leek, or Ferret Scarf. Whimsical veggie hats and mittens 
top off the look, and our ever-popular Apple Pillows and 
hand-knit plush toys add a fanciful touch to children’s 
rooms. Alongside cuddly baby alpaca knits, Oeuf is also 
launching new woven styles. The ruffle-neck blouse, 
sweet collared school dress, and charming animal tees 
are all made in Peru of 100% pima cotton.

Oeuf products are crafted with love while respecting both 
the artisans and the environment. They are hand-knit-
ted in 100% baby alpaca, a luxurious and sustainable 
material. Oeuf believes in fair trade and partners with 
a cooperative in Bolivia, allowing the women to practice 
their craft in a favorable working environment. 
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